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About This Game
Clutch is a fast-paced arcade racing game which will challenge the resilience of anyone's nerves. You play as a person who has
survived a catastrophe of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), while everyone else in the city has been transformed into a
bloodthirsty zombie. You return to the abandoned city, looking for a way to change the zombies back into humans. The only
way to survive is to move on fast armored vehicles. The player will complete different missions: racing, rescue and more to
finally learn the truth.
Key features:

A multitude of drivable vehicles and upgrades
Many ways to destroy zombies
The LHC campus is a complete city open for exploration, sandbox style
8 game modes of racing and combat
Advanced collision and damage physics
Diversity of artifacts that affect the player and rivals
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Title: Clutch
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
Targem Games
Publisher:
Game Factory Interactive
Release Date: 2 Jun, 2009
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it's llike the shoot them ups of old, feels good.. Very nice level, with humorous dialogues in particular during the intro, which
turn this level in a parody of the TV show. If you liked the base game you will like this new level, if you like the TV show you'll
enjoy this dlc even more. Sadly this is a very short dlc, the story last no longer than 10 minutes, however these are ten epic
minutes.
. Was one of my favorites on PS2 and it's still great today. Very fun and fast fighting system.. A naughty dating sim/detective
adventure, graphic novel with a lovely blues soundtrack. Yes, this is a game for the guys, lotsa sexual 'in-your-endo' with plenty
of booty and 'bewbs' and bananas, but the game does offer a great detective story as well. I had a lot of fun playing, I was at all
times entertained and it was hard (don't go there) to quit due to the intrigueing story. Some replayability for 'achievement
hunters' and options to, hmmm, 'date' all the girls. About an hour and a half in length, so very short, Interesting characters, very
nice artwork, and a bonus if you hate clowns, like I do. Good game.7.5/10. Another game where I wish steam would allow us a
rating out of ten, rather than plain good\/bad.
If this had been a whole game (as opposed to no 1 in a series) I'd be recommending it wholeheartedly. But on finishing the game
you will be annoyed to discover that it is chapter 1 in a series of... I'm guessing..... at least 4 games.
I have just noticed chapter 2 has been released and so now there is hope that the plot might be completed. So fingers crossed,
one day the whole game will be available. At that point I would recommend it. It is a dark, well written, story rich point and
click with some complex characters and good puzzle design.
I can't recommend it now as lots of us are really annoyed at episodic games that never get finished.
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The game is terrible.
Out of all VR games I have played, this game takes place in the smallest virtual space, and yet not only does it have probably the
worst graphics I have seen on VR, but it managed to perform really badly, resulting in slight motion sickness due to low
framerates. (GTX 1070)
Otherwise the game also failed to work properly for me.
The tutorial does not work, it only displays a white frame, wchich can only be closed from the PC not in-VR.
In game, the left controller is not displayed correctly, and the powers it is supposed to activate seem to be buggy.
A short and negative experience. Had high hopes for the assimetric multiplayer gameplay, turned out to be frustrating, boring
after two three plays.
If it were a free demo for the VR, it would still give a bad experience to the player.
Too bad:(. Not a puzzler like Desktop Dungeon, although it feels like it, this game is an RPG that looks like it is from 1993. It is
very addictive and the poker hands to cast spells is very unique and an awesome game mechanic. Huge replayablility and quests.
Only drawbacks are the sometimes the game crashes or starts with a black screen and you lose everything. Sometimes the dev
could help. Othertimes you are SOL.
Anyway, this is a suprisingly deep poker-based RPG. It's also funny but not obnoxious. Love the concept, exploring, and battles.
I actually beat it and was hoping for more replayability after it, but no such luck.. i know there are all these amazing reviews
about this game and dont get me wrong it is a fun game with a decent amount of content but after the first play through (which i
beat in about two hours) there are still more things to do of course but the only thing left is more of the same exact mini games
which is quite boring to just repeat. so in conclusion yes this game is fun but at 30 dollars the content is repetitive and laughable.
His \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Back And He will Always be the Legend. Very good, expands gameplay enourmously. Must
Have!!. This is pure♥♥♥♥♥♥
Bugs galore, sounds are great *cough*, looks ugly as♥♥♥♥♥♥ controls don't work well, 1/10
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